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ABSTRACT
A viewpoint is a triple consisting of an entity, a topic related to this entity and sentiment towards this topic. In time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization one monitors viewpoints for a running topic and selects a small set of informative documents. In this paper, we focus on time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization of multilingual social text streams. Viewpoint drift, ambiguous entities and multilingual text make this a challenging task. Our approach includes three core ingredients: dynamic viewpoint modeling, cross-language viewpoint alignment, and, finally, multi-viewpoint summarization. Specifically, we propose a dynamic latent factor model to explicitly characterize a set of viewpoints through which entities, topics and sentiment labels during a time interval are derived jointly; we connect viewpoints in different languages by using an entity-based semantic similarity measure; and we employ an update viewpoint summarization strategy to generate a time-aware summary to reflect viewpoints. Experiments conducted on a real-world dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method for time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization of multilingual social text streams.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Focused on an entity [35], a viewpoint refers to a topic with a specific sentiment label. As an example, consider the entity “Japan” within the topic “#Whale hunting,” with a negative sentiment. With the development of social media, we have witnessed a growth in the number of social media posts that express dynamically changing viewpoints in different languages around the same topic [38]. Unlike viewpoints in stationary documents, time-aware viewpoints of social text streams are dynamic, volatile and cross-linguistic [15].
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The task we address is time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization of multilingual social text streams: we extract a set of informative social text documents to highlight the generation, propagation and drift process of viewpoints in a given social text stream. Fig. 1 shows an example of our task’s output for the topic “#FIFA World-Cup 2014.”

The growth in the volume of social text streams motivates the development of methods that facilitate the understanding of those viewpoints. Their multi-lingual character is currently motivating an increasing volume of information retrieval research on multilingual social text streams, in areas as diverse as reputation polarity estimation [38] and entity-driven content exploration [43]. Recent work confirms that viewpoint summarization is an effective way of assisting users to understand viewpoints in stationary documents [17, 19, 26, 29, 30, 34, 46]—but viewpoint summarization for multilingual social text streams has not been addressed yet.

The most closely related work to time-aware viewpoint summarization is the viewpoint summarization of stationary documents [37], in which a sentence ranking algorithm is used to summarize...
contrasting viewpoints based on a topic-aspect model [36]. Compared with viewpoint summarization in stationary documents, the task of time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization of social text streams faces four challenges: (1) the ambiguity of entities in social text streams; (2) viewpoint drift, so that a viewpoint’s statistical properties change over time; (3) multi-linguality, and (4) the shortness of social text streams. Therefore, existing approaches to viewpoint summarization cannot be directly applied to time-aware viewpoint summarization of social text streams.

We propose a method to tackle the above challenges: (1) We employ a state-of-the-art entity linking method to identify candidate entities from social text; (2) We represent a viewpoint as a tuple of an entity, a topic and a sentiment label, and propose a dynamic latent factor model, called the viewpoint tweet topic model (VTTM), to discover life cycles of a viewpoint. Unlike most existing topic models, VTTM jointly tracks dynamic viewpoints and any viewpoint drift arising with the passing of time. VTTM employs Markov chains to capture the sentiment dependency between two adjacent words. At each time period, VTTM detects viewpoints by jointly generating entities, topics and sentiment labels in social text streams. Gibbs sampling is applied to approximate the posterior probability distribution. (3) Focusing on multi-linguality, we employ an entity-based viewpoint alignment method to match viewpoints in multiple languages by calculating semantic similarities between viewpoints. (4) Lastly, we present a random walk strategy to extract update summaries to reflect viewpoints.

To evaluate our proposed strategy to summarizing dynamic viewpoints in multilingual social text streams, we collect multilingual microblog posts for 6 well-known topics from 2014. Based on both online and offline human annotations, the evaluation of our proposed method for time-aware viewpoint summarization is shown to be effective.

Our main contributions are: (1) We propose the task of time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization of multilingual social text streams; (2) We propose a viewpoint tweet topic model (VTTM) to track dynamic viewpoints from text streams; (3) We align multilingual viewpoints by calculating semantic similarities via an entity-based viewpoint alignment method; (4) We present a Markov random walk strategy to summarize viewpoints from multilingual social text streams, which is shown to be effective in experiments using a real-world dataset.

2. RELATED WORK

We divide related work into three parts: opinion summarization; update summarization, and topic modeling for social text streams.

2.1 Opinion summarization

In recent years, significant progress has been made on the opinion summarization task [22]. Opinion summarization generates structured [22, 28, 31, 34] or semi-structured [18, 23] summaries for a set of opinionated documents. Given opinionated documents, a structured opinion summary shows positive/negative opinion polarities. Semi-structured opinion summarization extracts sentences to describe opinion polarities. Hu and Liu [23] apply a sentence ranking approach based on the dominant sentiment according to polarity. Kim et al. [27] propose a method to extract explanatory sentences as opinion summary. Ganesan et al. [18] propose an unsupervised method to generate a concise summary to reflect opinions. Recently, several methods have been proposed for integrating sentence ranking and extraction. For instance, Paul et al. [37] propose a topic model to distinguish topics into contrastive categories. Because of the ambiguity of entities, viewpoint drift and multi-linguality, their approach is a poor fit for our task.

Compared with previous work, our task is different: (1) our work is to extract and summarize dynamic viewpoints from multilingual social text streams; (2) our strategy is based on a latent factor model that focuses on dynamic viewpoints on the timeline; (3) our task pays attention to methods on cross-language processing and update summarization.

2.2 Update summarization

Traditional document summarization is retrospective in nature. Update summarization extracts and synthesizes novel information in a collection of documents [11, 33]. Given a base collection that users have already read and another update collection of recent documents, the goal of update summarization is to generate an update summary by analyzing the novelty, contrast and prevalence. An intuitive solution to update summarization is to remove redundancy from the output generated by a multi-document summarizer [10, 16]. Wan [44] propose a co-ranking algorithm to optimize a trade-off strategy between novelty and relevance metrics. Mc-Credie et al. [33] propose a pair-wise learning to rank algorithm to produce an update summary. They also train a regression model to predict the novelty of the given documents in each time period.

As far as we know, no previous work has addressed time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization.

2.3 Topic modeling for social text streams

Early research on topic modeling addressed the topic detection and tracking (TDT) task, where one needs to find and follow topics and events in a stream of broadcast news stories [3, 4]. With the development of social media, topic modeling for social text streams has received increased attention [2, 9, 32, 41]. Yang et al. [48] propose a large-scale topic modeling system that infers topics of tweets over an ontology of hundreds of topics in real-time. Focusing on sparsity and drift, Albakour et al. [2] propose a query expansion method to tackle real-time filtering in microblogs. To help users understand events and topics in social text streams, tweets summarization has also received attention [9, 41, 42].

Topic models have been successfully applied to topic modeling of social text streams [12, 39, 41]. In topic models [7, 21], each document is represented as a finite mixture of topics, whereas each topic is represented as a mixture of words. Beyond the insufficient “bag of words” representation, dynamic topic models are proposed to analyze topic evolution in streaming documents, such as the Dynamic Topic Model [6], Dynamic Mixture Models [47] and the Topic Tracking Model [25]. To describe the whole life cycle of a topic, Ahmed and Xing [1] propose an infinite dynamic topic model on temporal documents. Instead of assuming that a vocabulary is known a priori, Zhai and Boyd-Graber [49] propose an extension of the Dirichlet process to add and delete terms over time. Topic models have also been applied to explore personalized topics and time-aware events in social text streams [12, 41].

To the best of our knowledge, there is little previous work on summarizing multiple dynamic viewpoints. By jointly modeling temporal topics, sentiment labels and entities in multilingual social text streams, we propose a cross-language strategy to tackle the viewpoint summarization task for multilingual social text streams.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we introduce key concepts about time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization. First of all, Table 1 lists the notation we use in this paper.

Given a social text stream \( D \) including \( T \) time periods, we define \( D_t \subseteq D \) to be the set of documents published during the \( t \)-th period. We suppose there are two different languages used in \( D \); we
Following [28], we assume that the sentiment label for a word \( w \) is attached with each word \( w \) is derived from the viewpoint \( x \), where \( x \) is opposite to \( \phi \). Sentiment is defined as a probability distribution over sentiment labels positive, negative, and neutral. A sentiment label \( l_i \) \( \in \mathcal{L} \) is attached with each word \( w_i \). Following [28], we assume that the sentiment label \( l_i \) for a word \( w_i \) depends on the sentiment label for its previous word \( w_{i-1} \) and the topic \( z \) simultaneously. Specifically, we set \( l_i = -1 \) when word \( w_i \) is “negative”, whereas \( l_i = 1 \) when \( w_i \) is “positive”.

Given a topic \( z \), sentiment label \( l \) and entity \( e \), we define a viewpoint \( v \) to be a finite mixture over the sentiment, entity and topic, i.e., a tuple \( v = (z, l, e) \). Unlike previous work that considers viewpoints to be stationary [18, 37, 46], we assume that each viewpoint is also changing over time, which affects topics, sentiments and entities at each time interval. Thus for each viewpoint at time \( t \), we represent it as a tuple \( v = (z, l, e, t) \). Given documents \( D_t \), because documents in social text streams are short, we assume that in each document \( d \in D_t \) only one viewpoint \( v_d \) exists. We further assume that there exist a probability distribution of viewpoints at each time period.

At time \( t \), we set \( \pi_t \) to be a probability distribution of viewpoints at \( t \), \( \theta_t \) a probability distribution of topics over viewpoints at \( t \), and \( \mu_t \) a probability distribution of entities over viewpoints \( t \). In social text streams, the statistical properties of viewpoints change over time. Thus we assume that the probability distribution of viewpoints \( \pi_t \) at time \( t \) is derived from a Dirichlet distribution over \( \pi_{t-1} \). Assuming that the distribution of topics and sentiments also drifts over time, we set \( \phi_t \) to be a probability distribution of words in topics and sentiment labels at time \( t \), which is derived from a Dirichlet distribution over \( \phi_{t-1} \) at the previous time \( t - 1 \).

Finally, we define the task of time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization of multilingual social streams. Let multilingual social text streams \( D \) posted in \( T \) time periods be given. Then,

- at time period \( t = 1 \), the target of time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization of multilingual social text streams is to select a set of relevant documents as \( S_1 \) as a summary of viewpoints \( V_1 \);
- at a time period \( t, 1 < t \leq T \), the target is to select a set of both relevant and novel documents, to summarize both the content of viewpoints \( V_t \) at time period \( t \) and the difference between \( V_t \) and viewpoints \( V_{t-1} \).

### 4. METHOD

#### 4.1 Overview

Before providing the details of our proposed method for time-aware viewpoint summarization, we first give an overview in Fig. 2. We divide our method in 3 phases: (A) dynamic viewpoint modeling; (B) cross-language viewpoint alignment; and (C) multi-viewpoint summarization. Given a multilingual social text stream \( D_t = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_{D_t}\} \) published at time \( t \), in phase A we propose a dynamic viewpoint model to draw viewpoints for each document. Using a set of viewpoints \( V_t \) extracted from phase A, in phase B we use cross-language viewpoint alignment to link similar viewpoints in different languages by computing the similarity between two entities. Phase C then summarizes documents according to viewpoint distributions using a co-ranking based strategy. In the end we get a time-aware multi-viewpoint summary \( S_t \) at time \( t \).

#### 4.2 (A) Dynamic viewpoint modeling

At time period \( t \), given documents \( D_t \) in two different languages, our task during phase A is to detect dynamic viewpoints from the documents in \( D_t \). Using an extension of dynamic topic models [6], we propose a dynamic latent factor model, the viewpoint tweets topic model (VTTM), that jointly models viewpoints, topics, entities and sentiment labels in \( D_t \) at each time interval \( t \).

Using a state-of-the-art entity linking method for social media [35], for each document \( d \) at \( t \), we discover entities by calculating the COMMONNESS value of the document. We assume that there are, in total, \( V \) viewpoints and \( K \) topics in social text streams. For each document \( d \), there are an entity \( e_d \) and \( N_d \) words; for each word \( w_i \in d \), there is a topic \( z_i \) and a sentiment label \( l_i \). We assume that the viewpoint \( v_d \) in \( d \) is derived via a multinomial distribution over a random variable \( \pi_t \) that indicates a probability distribution over viewpoints at \( t \); each topic \( z \), each sentiment label \( l \) and each entity \( e \) in document \( d \) is derived from the viewpoint \( e_d \). The probability distribution \( \pi_t \) is derived from a Dirichlet mixture over the viewpoint distribution \( \pi_{t-1} \) at the previous period.

In VTTM we consider the sentiment dependency between two adjacent words. That is, a Markov chain is formed to represent the dependency relation between the sentiment labels of two adjacent words. Given a word \( w_i \), the sentiment label \( l_i \) is selected depending on its previous one. The transition probability distribution is derived from the sentiment label of \( l_{i-1} \) and a transition variable \( x_i \). The transition variable \( x_i \in X \) determines where the corresponding sentiment label comes from. If \( x_i = 1 \), then the sentiment label \( l_i \) of \( w_i \) is identical to the sentiment label \( l_{i-1} \) of word \( w_{i-1} \); whereas if \( x_i = -1 \), the sentiment label \( l_i \) is opposite to \( l_{i-1} \).
For each topic $z \in Z$ and sentiment $l$ at time $t$:
- Draw $\phi_{z,t,l} \sim \text{Dir}(\phi_{z,t-1,l} \cdot \beta_l)$;
- For each viewpoint $v \in V$:
  - Draw $\pi_{v,t} \sim \text{Dir}(\alpha \cdot \pi_{v,t-1})$;
  - Draw $\mu_{v,t} \sim \text{Dir}(\chi); \theta_{v,t} \sim \text{Dir}(\delta)$;
- For each topic $z$, draw $\nu_{v,t} \sim \text{Beta}(\eta)$;
- For each document $d \in D_t$:
  - Draw a viewpoint $v_{d,t} \sim \text{Multi}(\pi_t)$;
  - Draw an entity $e_{d,t} \sim \text{Multi}(\nu_{v_{d,t}})$;
  - Draw $\sigma \sim \text{Dir}(\tau)$;
  - For each word $w_i \in N_d$, $0 < i < N_d$:
    - Draw a topic $z_i \sim \text{Multi}(\mu_{w_i})$;
    - Draw $x_i \sim \text{Multi}(\sigma)$;
    - If $x_i = 1$, draw $l_i \sim \text{Bern}(\theta_{z_i,l_i})$;
    - If $x_i = 0$, draw $l_i \sim \text{Bern}(\phi_{z_i,l_i})$;
  - Draw word $w_i \sim \text{Multi}(\phi_{z_i,l_i})$.

Figure 3: Generative process in VTTM at time period $t$.

which shows that the sentiment label changes form one polarity to the other. Thus, we set the transition variable $x_i = 1$ when $w_i$ and $w_{i-1}$ are connected by a correlative conjunction, such as “and” and “both”; and we set $x_i = -1$ when $w_i$ and $w_{i-1}$ are connected by an adversative conjunction, such as “but” and “whereas”; we set $x_i = 0$ for other kinds of conjunctions. The generative process of VTTM is shown in Fig. 3.

Similar to other topic models [6, 7, 25, 45], it is intractable to derive the explicit posterior distribution of viewpoint $v_{d,t}$ at time period $t$. We apply a Gibbs sampling method [12] for sampling from the posterior distribution over viewpoints, entities, topics and sentiment labels. The sampling algorithm provides a method for exploring the implicit topic for each word.

At time period $t$, given document $d$, the target of our sampling is to approximate the posterior distribution $P(v_{d,t} = v \mid V_{d,t}, E, W, Z)$, where $z_d$, $l_d$ and $\bar{x}_d$ indicate document $d$’s topic vector, sentiment labels, and transition vector, respectively. Conceptually, we divide our sampling procedure into two parts. First, we sample the conditional probability of viewpoint $v_{d,t}$ in each document $d \in D_t$ given the values of inferred topics and sentiment labels, i.e., $P(v_{d,t} = v \mid V_{d,t}, E, W, Z)$. Second, given the current state of viewpoints, we sample the conditional probability of topic $z_i$ with sentiment label $l_i$ for word $w_i$, i.e., $P(z_i = k, l_i = l, x_i = x \mid X_{-i}, L_{-i}, Z_{-i}, W, v_{d,t})$.

As the first step in our sampling procedure, for each document $d \in D_t$, to calculate the probability of viewpoint $v_{d,t}$ by sampling $P(v_{d,t} = v \mid V_{d,t}, E, W, Z)$, we have:

$$P(v_{d,t} = v \mid V_{d,t}, E, W, Z) \propto \frac{n_{v_{d,t},v} - \alpha}{n_{v_{d,t},v} + 1} \cdot \prod_{v \in E} \frac{n_{v_{d,t},v} + \beta_{v,t}}{n_{v_{d,t},v} + 1} \cdot \prod_{e \in E} \frac{n_{e_{d,t},e} + \beta_{e,t}}{n_{e_{d,t},e} + 1} \cdot \prod_{x \in X} \frac{n_{w_{d,t},x} + \beta_{x,t}}{n_{w_{d,t},x} + 1} \cdot \prod_{l \in L} \frac{n_{l_{d,t},l} + \tau_{l,t}}{n_{l_{d,t},l} + 1} \cdot \prod_{z \in Z} \frac{n_{w_{d,t},z} + \tau_{z,t}}{n_{w_{d,t},z} + 1}$$

where $n_{v_{d,t},v}$ indicates the number of times that documents have been assigned to viewpoint $v$ at $t$, except for document $d$; $n_{e_{d,t},e}$ indicates the number of times that entity $e$ has been assigned to viewpoint $v$ at $t$, excluding $d$; $n_{e_{d,t},e}$ indicates the number of times that topic $z$, at time $t$, has been assigned to viewpoint $v$, except for topic $z$ in $d$; $n_{x_{d,t},x}$ indicates the number of times that word $w$ has been assigned to $z$, $l$ and $v$ jointly at $t$; $\beta_{e_{d,t},e}$, $\beta_{x_{d,t},x}$ is the probability of word $w$ given $v$, $l$, and $v$ at $t - 1$.

As the second step in our sampling procedure, given the viewpoint $v_{d,t}$ sampled from document $d$, when $x_i = 0$ and $x_{i+1} = 0$ we sample the $i$th word $w_i$’s topic $z_i$, and sentiment label $l_i$ using the probability in Eq. 2:

$$P(z_i = k, l_i = l, x_i = x \mid X_{-i}, L_{-i}, Z_{-i}, W, v_{d,t}) \propto \frac{n_{w_{d,t},x} - \alpha}{n_{w_{d,t},x} + 1} \cdot \frac{n_{w_{d,t},z_k} + \beta_{z_k}}{n_{w_{d,t},z_k} + 1} \cdot \frac{n_{w_{d,t},l_k} + \beta_{l_k}}{n_{w_{d,t},l_k} + 1} \cdot \frac{n_{w_{d,t},v_{d,t}} + \beta_{v_{d,t}}}{n_{w_{d,t},v_{d,t}} + 1} \cdot \frac{n_{w_{d,t},x_i} + \tau_{x_i}}{n_{w_{d,t},x_i} + 1} \cdot \frac{n_{w_{d,t},l_i} + \tau_{l_i}}{n_{w_{d,t},l_i} + 1} \cdot \frac{n_{w_{d,t},z_i} + \tau_{z_i}}{n_{w_{d,t},z_i} + 1}$$

where $n_{w_{d,t},x}$ indicates the number of times that a word with viewpoint $v_{d,t}$ has been assigned to a topic $k$ at time period $t$, except for the $i$th word; $n_{w_{d,t},v_{d,t}}$ indicates the number of words in document $d$, except for the $i$th word; $n_{z_{d,t},v}$ indicates the number of times that a word has been assigned to topic $z$ and sentiment $l$ synchronously, excluding the $i$th word; $\beta_{z_k}$, $\phi_{z_k}$ is the probability of word $w_i$ given $z$ and $l$ at $t - 1$; $n_{w_{d,t},v_{d,t}}$ indicates the number of times that $w_i$ has been assigned to $z$, excluding the current one; and $I(x_{i+1} = x_i)$ gets the value 1 if $x_{i+1} = x_i$, and 0 otherwise. When $x_i = 0$, $w_i$’s sentiment label $l_i$ is derived from a Bernoulli distribution $\rho_{d_{i-1},z}$, thus the last part in Eq. 2 is replaced by a posterior distribution over $\eta$, i.e., $\frac{n_{w_{d,t},x_i} + \eta}{n_{w_{d,t},x_i} + 1 + \sum_{e \in E} \eta}$.

After sampling the probability for each viewpoint $v$, topic $z$ and sentiment label $l$, at time period $t$ we approximate the random variable $\phi_i$ that indicates the probability distribution over viewpoints, topics and sentiment labels, a viewpoint distribution $\rho_{v_{d,t},v}$, a topic distribution $\rho_{t_{d,t},d}$ over viewpoints, and entity distribution $\theta_{e_{d,t},e}$, similar to Iwata et al. [25].
4.3 (B) Cross-language viewpoint alignment

Using VTTM, we extract viewpoints from multi-lingual social text streams. Multi-linguality may make the viewpoint set V redundant and ambiguous. To address this, we present a cross-language viewpoint alignment strategy to connect the same viewpoint across languages. Shortness and sparseness hinder statistical machine translation in social text streams. We consider entities, i.e., concepts that can be linked to a specific Wikipedia document, as a means to connect viewpoints by comparing the similarity between two linked Wikipedia documents. We divide viewpoints $V$ extracted from VTTM into $V_A$ and $V_B$ according to their languages $L_A$ and $L_B$. Similarly, we divide entities $E$ into $E_A$ and $E_B$ according to their languages.

Given viewpoint $v_A \in V_A$, at time period $t$ we extract the most relevant entity $e_i \in E_A$ that has the highest $\theta_{e_i,v_A}$, i.e., $P(e_i \mid v, t)$. The same procedure is adopted to obtain $e_j \in E_B$ for another viewpoint $v_B \in V_B$. We compute the similarity between $v_A$ and $v_B$ by comparing the similarity between two entities $e_i$ and $e_j$, shown in Eq. 3:

$$\text{sim}(v_A, v_B | t) = \text{sim}(e_i, e_j) \cdot \theta_{e_i,v_A} \cdot \theta_{e_j,v_B},$$

(3)

where $\text{sim}(e_i, e_j)$ is the similarity between $e_i$ and $e_j$ in two languages. To compute $\text{sim}(e_i, e_j)$, we compute the similarity between two linked Wikipedia documents. Using links to English Wikipedia documents on Wikipedia pages, we translate a non-English Wikipedia document to an English Wikipedia document, i.e., Wikipedia documents on Wikipedia pages, we translate a non-English Wikipedia document to an English Wikipedia document, i.e., a corresponding English Wikipedia document $\hat{W}_v$ for document $W_v$. We use LDA [7] to represent each Wikipedia document $W$ as a K-dimension topic vector $\bar{\phi}_v$. Then $\text{sim}(e_i, e_j)$ is computed proportionally to the inner product of the two vectors:

$$\text{sim}(e_i, e_j) = \frac{|\bar{\phi}_v \cdot \bar{\phi}_w|}{|\bar{\phi}_v| \cdot |\bar{\phi}_w|},$$

(4)

where $\bar{\phi}_v$ indicates the topic vector for entity $e_i$’s Wikipedia document, and $\bar{\phi}_w$ indicates the topic vector for entity $e_j$’s translated Wikipedia document. We sum up the similarities between $v_A$ and $v_B$ at all time periods to obtain the similarity between $v_A$ and $v_B$: $\text{sim}(v_A, v_B) = \sum_t \text{sim}(v_A, v_B | t)$. Thus, for each viewpoint $v_A \in V_A$, we find the most similar viewpoint $v_B \in V_B$ to match with the highest $\text{sim}(v_A, v_B)$. By generating such viewpoint pairs, we extract a set of viewpoint pairs $\hat{V}_{\hat{A}}, v \in V$. To remove redundant viewpoint pairs from $\hat{V}_{\hat{A}}$, we employ a random walk-based ranking strategy [14] to rank $\hat{V}_{\hat{A}}$ iteratively, in which each viewpoint pair’s score, $sa$, receives votes from other pairs. As shown in Eq. 5, we use the similarity between two viewpoint pairs as the transition probability from one to another:

$$tr((v_A, v_B), (v'A, v'B)) = \frac{|\text{sim}(v_A, v_B) \cdot \text{sim}(v_A, v_B')|}{|\text{sim}(v_A, v_B) \cdot |\text{sim}(v_A, v_B')|}.$$  

At the beginning of the iterative process, an initial score for each pair is set to $1/|\hat{V}_{\hat{A}}|$, and at the $c$-th iteration, the score of a viewpoint pair $i$ is computed in Eq. 6:

$$sa(i) = \mu \sum_{i \neq j} \sum_{e \in E_{v'}} tr(i, j) \cdot sa(j) + \frac{(1 - \mu)}{|V_{\hat{A}}|},$$

(6)

where $|V_{\hat{A}}|$ equals the number of viewpoint pairs; $\mu$ denotes a decay parameter that is usually set to 0.85. The iterative process will stop when it convergences. Then we extract the top $|\hat{V}_{\hat{A}}|$ viewpoint pairs from the ranked list, and merge two viewpoint pairs in a pair into a single viewpoint. Below, we write $\hat{V}_{\hat{A}}$ to denote $|\hat{V}_C|$ commonly shared viewpoints by both $V_A$ and $V_B$, and $\hat{V}_C = (V_A \cup V_B, v) \setminus \hat{V}_{\hat{A}}$ to denote viewpoints $v \notin \hat{V}_{\hat{A}}$.

4.4 (C) Multi-viewpoint summarization

The last step of our method, after cross-language viewpoint alignment is time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization of social text streams. Following [11, 16, 33], we propose a time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization method to summarize time series viewpoints by extracting a set of documents at each time period.

Suppose a set of viewpoint summaries $\{\{S_v\}_v\}_{v=1}^{\infty}$ has been generated and read during the previous $t - 1$ time periods. Based on viewpoint pairs $\hat{V}_C$ and viewpoint distributions inferred via VTTM, our target is to generate an update summary $S_t$ to reflect the distribution of viewpoints at time period $t$. Inspired by Wan [44], we employ a co-ranking based algorithm to calculate the saliency of each tweet by considering both novelty and coverage. Novelty concerns the semantic divergence of viewpoint probabilities between a candidate document, $d_i \in D_t$ and previous summaries $\{\{S_v\}_v\}_{v=1}^{t-1}$. Coverage concerns the relevance of a candidate document $d_i \in D_t$ to a given viewpoint. Each document $d_i$’s total saliency score $soc(d_i)$ is composed of a novelty score $nov(d_i)$ and a coverage score $cov(d_i)$.

As in co-ranking, Markov random walks are employed to iteratively optimize the ranked list. Three matrices are constructed to capture the transmission probability between two documents. Given a viewpoint $v \in V_C \cup V_{\hat{A}}$, item $M_A^{t}$ in matrix $A$ is about the similarity between two candidate documents $d_i$ and $d_j$ in $D_t$:

$$M_{A,i,j}^{t} = \sum_{e \in E} \frac{\text{sim}(e, e') \cdot \sum_{z \in L} \sum_{l,v} \Phi_{d_i,t}^{z,e} \cdot \Phi_{d_j,t}^{z,e'\cdot l \cdot v}}{||\Phi_{d_i}|| \cdot ||\Phi_{d_j}||},$$

(7)

where entity $e$ and $e'$ belong to $E_d$ and $E_v$, respectively; $\Phi_{d_i}^{z,e}$ is a matrix over topics and sentiment labels; each item for $z, l, i, e$, $\phi_{d_i,t}^{z,e \cdot l \cdot v}$ in Eq. 7, is calculated by averaging the value of $\phi_{d_i,t}^{z,e \cdot l \cdot v}$ of all words $w \in d_i$. Since the transmission matrix must be a stochastic matrix [13], we normalize $M_A^{t}$ to $\hat{M}_A^{t}$ by making the sum of each row equal to 1.

Similarly, we use $\hat{M}_B^{t}$ to represent the transmission matrix among summaries during the previous $t - 1$ time periods; we use $M_B^{t}$ to represent the similarity between $D_t$ and $\{\{S_v\}_v\}_{v=1}^{t-1}$. We normalize $M_B^{t}$ to $\hat{M}_B^{t}$ by making the sum of each row equal to 1.

The third and last matrix, $W_{AB}^{t}$, is about the divergence between $D_t$ and $\{\{S_v\}_v\}_{v=1}^{t-1}$: given a viewpoint $v$, we calculate each item $W_{AB,i,j}^{t}$ in $\hat{W}_{AB}^{t}$ using Eq. 8:

$$W_{AB,i,j}^{t} = \frac{|t - s| \cdot \pi_{e,s} - \pi_{e,v} \cdot \|\Phi_{d_i,t}^{z,e} - \Phi_{d_j,t}^{z,e'}\|}{||\Phi_{d_i}|| \cdot ||\Phi_{d_j}||},$$

(8)

After row-normalization, we obtain $\hat{W}_{AB}^{t}$ from $W_{AB}^{t}$. Using a co-ranking based update summarization algorithm [44], we can rank the viewpoint $v$, for each iteration we use two column vectors $nov(d) = [nov(d_i)]_{i \in D_t}$ and $cov(d) = [cov(d_i)]_{i \in D_t}$ to denote the novelty scores and coverage scores of the documents in $D_t$, respectively. In order to compute the viewpoint-biased scores of the documents, we use column vectors $n_{e,s} = [n_{e,s,i}]_{i \in D_t}$ to reflect the relevance of the documents to the viewpoint $v$, where each entry in $n_{e,s,i}$ corresponds to the conditional probability of the given viewpoint in documents, i.e., $\|\Phi_{d_i}^{z,e\cdot l \cdot v}\|$. Then $\kappa$ is normalized to $\hat{\kappa}$ to make the sum of all elements equal to 1.

After computing the above matrices and vectors, we can compute the update scores and the coverage scores of the documents in a co-ranking process. So at the $c$-th iteration, the update and coverage
scores of \( d_i \) are calculated as:

\[
\text{nov}(d_i) = \varepsilon_1 \sum_{j \in D_t} \tilde{M}_{i,j} \cdot \text{nov}(d_j) + \\
\varepsilon_2 \sum_{j \in (S_i)} W_{i,j} \cdot \text{nov}(d_j) + \frac{(1 - \varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2)}{D + S} \cdot \kappa_{d_i,v} \tag{9}
\]

and

\[
\text{cov}(d_i) = \gamma_1 \sum_{j \in D_t} \tilde{M}_{i,j} \cdot \text{cov}(d_j) + \\
\gamma_2 \sum_{j \in (S_i)} \tilde{M}_{i,j} \cdot \text{cov}(d_j) + \frac{(1 - \gamma_1 - \gamma_2)}{D + S} \cdot \kappa_{d_i,v} \tag{10}
\]

where we set \( \gamma \) and \( \varepsilon \) as decay parameters in random walks. Initially, we set \( \text{nov}(d_i) \) and \( \text{cov}(d_i) \) as \( \frac{1}{|D_t|} \), respectively. After each iteration, we normalize \( \text{nov}(d_i) \) and \( \text{cov}(d_i) \) and calculate the saliency score of each document \( d_i \) as follows:

\[
\text{sco}(d_i) = \text{nov}(d_i) + \text{cov}(d_i) \tag{11}
\]

Following Eq. 9 and 10, for each given viewpoint \( v \in V_C \cup V_L \), we rank documents in \( D_t \) to a ranking list \( R_v \), thus we apply Algorithm 1 to select documents to generate the viewpoint summary at time \( t \). Eventually, we generate a set of summaries \( S = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_T\} \) as the time-aware summarization result.

Algorithm 1: Time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization at time period \( t \)

Input:
Viewpoints \( V_C \) and \( V_L \), ranking list \( \{R_v\}_{v \in V_C \cup V_L} \), summaries \( \{S_i\}_{i=1}^{T} \), \( D_t \), probability distributions \( \pi_t, \theta_t, \phi_t \), probability distributions \( \{\pi_s\}_{s=1}^{T}, \{\theta_s\}_{s=1}^{T}, \{\phi_s\}_{s=1}^{T} \)

Output: Multi-viewpoint summary \( S_t \) at \( t \);
\( \Omega \leftarrow \text{null} \); \( T \leftarrow \text{predefined threshold} \); \( L \leftarrow \text{length of summary} \)
while \( |\Omega| < L \) do
for each \( v \) do
\( d_i = \text{top document in } R_v \);
\( R_v = R_v - d_i \);
if \( \max_{d_j \in \text{sim}(d_i, d_j | v, t)} < T \) then
\( \Omega = \Omega + d_i \);
if \( |\Omega| = L \) then
\( S_t = \Omega \);
Break;
end if
end for
end while

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In §5.1, we formulate three research questions to guide our experiments; we describe our dataset in §5.2 and specify how data was labeled in §5.3; §5.4 details the parameters used, and §5.5 details our evaluation metrics; the baselines are described in §5.6.

5.1 Research questions

The research questions that guide the remainder of the paper are:

(RQ1) How does our viewpoint tweet topic model (VTTM) perform in time-aware viewpoint modeling? Does it help detect time-aware viewpoint drift? (See §6.1.) (RQ2) What is the performance of cross-language viewpoint alignment? Can it help detect common viewpoints from multilingual social text streams? (See §6.2.) (RQ3) How does our end-to-end time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization method (TAMVS) perform? Does it outperform baselines? What is the effect if we only consider novelty or coverage? (See §6.3.)

5.2 Dataset

In order to assess the performance of our methods, we collect a dataset of microblogs in two languages. We define multilingual queries about 6 well-known topics in 2014 and crawl English and Chinese microblogs via the Twitter streaming API\(^1\) and a Sina Weibo\(^2\) crawler, respectively. Table 2 provides descriptive statistics about the dataset. The tweets and weibos are posted between January, 2014 and August, 2014.

Table 2: Six topics in our dataset. The first column shows the topic name. The second and third column shows the number of English tweets and Chinese weibos per topic respectively. Each item is divided into two parts: the number of documents annotated, and the number of documents for each topic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th># tweets</th>
<th># weibos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The World Economic Forum</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1,978/1,978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Whaling hunting</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>1,072/1,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. FIFA Worldcup 2014</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td>1,801/1,801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Missing MH370</td>
<td>3,124</td>
<td>4,725/4,725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Anti-Chinese in Vietnam 2014</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>1,095/1,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Sinking of the MV Sewol</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>1,400/1,881</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To evaluate the effectiveness of time-aware viewpoint summarization methods in our dataset, we used a crowdsourcing platform and had workers to label the ground truth in our dataset in their native language (i.e., Chinese or English); §5.3 details the annotations we obtained. In total, 8,308 English tweets and 12,071 Chinese weibos were annotated.

5.3 Crowdsourcing labeling

We obtain our annotations using the CrowdTruth platform [24] and assess the annotations using the CrowdTruth metrics [5].

The Topic annotation task gathers relevant tweets for each topic introduced in Table 2, and relevant topic mentions from each given tweet. Based on the answers gathered from the crowd we construct for each topic type a set of relevant tweets and a set of relevant topic mentions. Following the CrowdTruth approach, each tweet is assigned a topic relevance score and each topic mention a relevance score. The Sentiment annotation task captures the sentiment and the intensity (i.e., high, medium, low) of the tweets and their topic mentions. The crowd provides the sentiment and the intensity of each topic mention and the overall sentiment and intensity of the tweet. The Novelty ranking task provides a ranking of the tweets based on how much new information they bring in with regard to a given topic. As data preparation, the tweets of a given topic are sorted chronologically and split by day. The crowdsourcing task is a pair-wise comparison of the tweets by following the approach: every tweet of a particular day is compared to all the following tweets, resulting in \( \frac{n(n-1)}{2} \) comparison pairs per day, where \( n \) is the total number of tweets published on that day. Given the summary of the topic, for each pair of tweets, the crowd indicates which tweet is more salient with regard to the topic. By analyzing these judgments we provide, per day, a ranked list of salient tweets.

Table 3 provides an overview of the annotations gathered. On each task we applied the CrowdTruth metrics [5] in order to identify and remove spam, low-quality workers and their annotations.

---

\(^1\)https://dev.twitter.com/docs/streaming-apis
5.4 Parameters

Following existing topic models [20], for the weighted parameter $\alpha_{u,t}$ and $\beta_t$, we set $\alpha_{u,t}$ to $50/V$ and $\beta_t$ to 0.5. For the hyperparameters $\chi$ and $\delta$ in VTTM, we set $\chi = \delta = 0.5$. The default number of viewpoints in VTTM is set to 20. To optimize the number of viewpoints, we compare the performance at different values (see below). In time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization we set the parameter $\epsilon_1 = \epsilon_2 = 0.4$ in Eq. 9 and $\gamma_1 = \gamma_2 = 0.4$ in Eq. 10; the convergence threshold in co-ranking is set to 0.0001. The length of the summary $L$ is set to 200 words per time period.

5.5 Evaluation metrics

To assess VTTM, we adopt the purity and accuracy evaluation metrics, which are widely used in topic modeling and clustering experiments [37, 40]. To evaluate the performance of time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization, we measure the quality of summaries by counting overlapping textual units between the generated results and the ground truth results. We adopt the ROUGE evaluation metrics: ROUGE-1 (unigram), ROUGE-2 (bigram) and ROUGE-W (weighted longest common sequence).

Statistical significance of observed differences between the performance of two runs is tested using a two-tailed paired t-test and is denoted using * (or **) for strong significance for $\alpha = 0.01$; or * (or **) for weak significance for $\alpha = 0.05$.

5.6 Baselines and comparisons

We list the methods and baselines that we consider in Table 4. We divide our methods into 3 groups according to the phases A, B, and C specified in §4. We write VTTM for the dynamic viewpoint model we proposed in §4.2. In the context of RQ1, we write VTTM-S for the stationary viewpoint modeling method. We write CLVA for the LDA-based viewpoint alignment method in phase B. In the context of RQ2, we write CLVA-T for the alignment method that applies term frequency in viewpoint similarity calculation, CLVA-E for the alignment method that only checks the consistency of entities. We write TaMVS for the overall process described in §4, which includes dynamic viewpoint modeling, cross-language viewpoint alignment and time-aware viewpoint summarization, and TaMVS-V for the viewpoint summarization method without considering cross-language viewpoint alignment. In the context of RQ3 we use TaMVSN and TaMVSNC to denote variations of TaMVS that only consider Novelty and Coverage, respectively.

No previous work has addressed the same task as we do in this paper. However, some existing work can be considered as baselines in our experiments. To assess the contribution of VTTM in dynamic viewpoint modeling, our baselines include recent work on stationary viewpoint modeling. We use the Topic-aspect model [36, TAM] and the Sentiment-topic model [28, Sen-TM] as baselines for topic models. As baselines for summarization, we use three representative summarization algorithms, i.e., LexRank, IUS and CoRUS, as baselines: (1) the LexRank algorithm [13] ranks sentences via a Markov random walk strategy; (2) the IUS algorithm [33] generates an incremental update summary for given text streams; (3) the CoRUS algorithm [44] generates an update summary using a co-ranking strategy, but without VTTM.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We compare VTTM to baselines for viewpoint modeling in social text streams, examine the performance of CLVA for cross-language viewpoint alignment as well as the end-to-end summarization performance of TaMVS.

6.1 Viewpoint modeling

First, Table 5 shows three example viewpoints output by VTTM. Column 1 shows the entities included by each viewpoint, column 2 shows topics attached with the entity in the viewpoint, columns 3, 4, 5 show the probability of positive, neutral and negative sentiment, respectively; column 6 shows the time period of the viewpoint. For a viewpoint about "China-Japan_relations" in Table 5, we find that its topic changes from "The World Economic Forum" on 2014-01-26 to "#Anti-Chinese in Vietnam" on 2014-06-03.

Next, we address RQ1 and test whether VTTM is effective for the viewpoint modeling task in social text streams. Table 6 shows the evaluation results for viewpoint modeling in terms of purity and accuracy for English tweets and Chinese weibos. For both languages, we find that VTTM outperforms TAM for all topics in terms of purity and accuracy. VTTM achieves an increase in pu-

---

### Table 3: Crowdsourcing task results overview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Sentiment</th>
<th>Novelty ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Units</td>
<td>6,225</td>
<td>5,317</td>
<td>5,211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Total workers</td>
<td>6,337</td>
<td>6,555</td>
<td>5,336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Unique workers</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Spam workers</td>
<td>1,085</td>
<td>1,334</td>
<td>1,284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Total judgments</td>
<td>43,575</td>
<td>53,170</td>
<td>78,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Spam judgments</td>
<td>7,562</td>
<td>10,519</td>
<td>14,475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost</td>
<td>$1,136</td>
<td>$1,328</td>
<td>$1,444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only the quality annotations were used as ground truth basis for further experiments. We validate the results by performing manual evaluation of the annotations. We extract a pool of workers, evenly distributed between low and high-quality, and annotate them in the following way: 0 for quality work and 1 for low-quality work. These scores are then used to compute the precision, recall, accuracy and F1-score, in order to confirm the CrowdTruth metrics accuracy. Overall, we obtain high scores for each of the measures (above 0.85) and across tasks, which indicates that the low-quality workers were correctly separated from quality workers.

---

### Table 4: Our methods and baselines used for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic viewpoint modeling</td>
<td>VTTM Dynamic viewpoint modeling in (A)</td>
<td>§4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTTM</td>
<td>VTTM-S Stationary viewpoint modeling in (A)</td>
<td>§4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-language viewpoint alignment</td>
<td>CLVA LDA-based strategy in (B)</td>
<td>§4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLVA-T</td>
<td>Term similarity based strategy in (B)</td>
<td>§4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLVA-E</td>
<td>Entity similarity based strategy in (B)</td>
<td>§4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization</td>
<td>TaMVS Summarization strategy defined in (C)</td>
<td>§4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaMVS-V</td>
<td>TaMVS without phase B</td>
<td>§4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaMVSN</td>
<td>TaMVS only considering novelty in (C)</td>
<td>§4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaMVSNC</td>
<td>TaMVS only considering coverage in (C)</td>
<td>§4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic models</th>
<th>Sen-TM Sentiment LDA based contrastive summarization</th>
<th>[28]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAM</td>
<td>Topic-aspect model based contrastive summarization</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summarization</td>
<td>CoRUS Co-Ranking update summarization</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IUS Incremental update summarization</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Let us consider the task of summarizing English tweets and Chinese weibos. For both languages, we find that VTTM outperforms TAM for all topics in terms of purity and accuracy. VTTM achieves an increase in pu-
Table 5: Task: dynamic viewpoint modeling. RQ1: Example viewpoints produced by VTTM. Column 1 lists the entities corresponding to the viewpoints; Column 2 lists the topics in viewpoints, Columns 3, 4 and 5 list the probabilities of positive, neutral and negative labels for each topic, respectively. Column 6 shows the time interval of each viewpoint.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Time interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search_for_Malaysia_Airlines_Flight_370</td>
<td>#Missing MH370</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>2014-03-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whaling_in_Japan</td>
<td>#Whaling hunting</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>2014-05-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China-Japan_relations</td>
<td>#The World Economic Forum</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>2014-01-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#Anti-Chinese in Vietnam</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>2014-06-03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Cross-language viewpoint alignment

To detect the number of common viewpoints between documents in two languages, we evaluate the ROUGE performance of TaMVS with varying numbers of common viewpoints $|V_C|$. Using the same numbering of topics as in Table 2, Fig. 4 shows the number of shared viewpoints $V_C$ for our 6 test topics; we find that Weibo users have more common viewpoints with Twitter users on the topics “#Missing MH370” and “#FIFA Worldcup 2014” than on other topics. To test the effectiveness of our cross-language viewpoint alignment strategy in RQ2, we examine the performance of CLVA for every topic; see Table 8. CLVA outperforms the other two methods, CLVA-T and CLVA-E, for each topic. CLVA-T outperforms CLVA-E on the cross-language viewpoint alignment task.

Figure 4: Task: cross-language viewpoint alignment. RQ2: Length of common viewpoints $V_C$ in 6 topics. The numbers on the x-axis correspond to the topic numbers in Table 2.

6.3 Overall performance

Tables 9 and 10 show the per topic time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization performance of all methods in terms of the ROUGE metrics. We begin by examining the importance of cross-language viewpoint alignment. Looking at Table 9, we see that TaMVS (columns 2–4) significantly outperforms TaMVS-V in which we leave out the cross-language viewpoint alignment step for each topic, and that it does so for all metrics (columns 5–7). This shows the importance of cross-language viewpoint alignment in multi-viewpoint summarization.

Turning to RQ3, to determine the contribution of novelty and coverage, we turn to Table 9, where columns 2–4, 8–10 and 11–13 show the performance of TaMVS, TaMVSN, and TaMVSC, respectively in terms of the ROUGE metrics. Recall that TaMVSN only considers novelty in phase C and that TaMVSC only considers coverage in phase C. We find that TaMVS, which combines novelty and coverage, outperforms both TaMVSN and TaMVSC on all topics. After TaMVS, TaMVSN, which only includes novelty during the summarization process, performs best. Thus, novelty is the most important part of our multi-viewpoint summarization process.

Turning to Table 10, we find that TaMVS outperforms the baselines on all test topics in terms of ROUGE-1, and in several cases significantly so. In terms of ROUGE-2, we see a similar picture: TaMVS outperforms the baselines, and in several cases significantly so. Among the baselines, LexRank gets the worst performance simply because it ignores the dynamic patterns during viewpoint modeling. And CoRUS achieves the second best performance, which indicates the importance of update summarization in our viewpoint summarization.

TaMVS achieves 3.2% and 7.5% increases over CoRUS in terms of ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2, respectively, and 12.1% and 37.1% increases over IUS in terms of ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2. Compared to Sen-TM, TaMVS achieves a statistical significant improvement of up to 28.1% in terms of ROUGE-1 and 63.4% in terms of ROUGE-2. Interestingly, TaMVS performs better on test topics that have higher scores for dynamic viewpoint modeling (phase A, see Table 6), which underlines the importance of dynamic viewpoint modeling in time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization.

We now analyze the influence of the number of viewpoints. Fig. 5 plots the average ROUGE performance curves for TaMVS and TaMVSN with varying numbers of viewpoints. We that find for both metrics and methods, the performance peaks when the number of viewpoints equals 40, i.e., higher than our default value of 20.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have considered the task of time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization of social text streams. We have identified four main challenges: ambiguous entities, viewpoint drift, multi-linguality,
non-parametric extension should give new insights and an extrinsic
are worth considering. Also, the transfer of our approach to a
clude its ignorance of viewpoint dependencies, viewpoint diversity
broadly applicable to other settings with opinionated content, such
Drift phenomenon and summarizing viewpoints over time.
viewpoint tweet topic model is helpful for detecting the viewpoint
various baselines tested with a manually annotated dataset. Our
model topics, entities and sentiment labels. After cross-language
in the given multilingual social text streams, in which we jointly
Dynamic viewpoint modeling strategy to infer multiple viewpoints
and the shortness of social text streams. We have proposed a dy-
nematic viewpoint modeling strategy to infer multiple viewpoints
Performance of CLV A in cross-language viewpoints alignment
Table 8: Task: cross-language viewpoint alignment. RQ2: Contrast-
Table 7: Task: dynamic viewpoint modeling. RQ1: Comparing
Table 6: Task: dynamic viewpoint modeling. RQ1: Comparison of
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Table 9: Task: time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization. RQ2 and RQ3: ROUGE performance of all VTM-based methods in time-aware viewpoint summarization. ROUGE-1 is abbreviated as R-1, ROUGE-2 as R-2 and ROUGE-W as R-W. Statistically significant differences are with respect to TaMVS-V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>TaMVS</th>
<th>TaMVS-V</th>
<th>TaMVSN</th>
<th>TaMVSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-1</td>
<td>R-2</td>
<td>R-W</td>
<td>R-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The World Economic Forum</td>
<td>0.383^*</td>
<td>0.082^*</td>
<td>0.184^*</td>
<td>0.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whaling hunting</td>
<td>0.294^*</td>
<td>0.047^*</td>
<td>0.152^*</td>
<td>0.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFA Worldcup 2014</td>
<td>0.436^*</td>
<td>0.094^*</td>
<td>0.202^*</td>
<td>0.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing MH370</td>
<td>0.425^*</td>
<td>0.087^*</td>
<td>0.232^*</td>
<td>0.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Chinese in Vietnam</td>
<td>0.409^*</td>
<td>0.065^*</td>
<td>0.169^*</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinking of the MV Sewol</td>
<td>0.373^*</td>
<td>0.064^*</td>
<td>0.171^*</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.387^*</td>
<td>0.085^*</td>
<td>0.188^*</td>
<td>0.318</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Task: time-aware multi-viewpoint summarization. RQ3: Per topic performance of all methods. ROUGE-1 is abbreviated as R-1 and ROUGE-2 as R-2. We use ^* (▲) to denote strong (weak) statistically significant improvements of TaMVS over CoRUS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>TaMVS</th>
<th>TAM</th>
<th>Sen-TM</th>
<th>LexRank</th>
<th>IUS</th>
<th>CoRUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-1</td>
<td>R-2</td>
<td>R-1</td>
<td>R-2</td>
<td>R-1</td>
<td>R-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The World Economic Forum</td>
<td>0.383^*</td>
<td>0.082^*</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whaling hunting</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFA Worldcup 2014</td>
<td>0.436^*</td>
<td>0.094^*</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing MH370</td>
<td>0.425^*</td>
<td>0.087^*</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Chinese in Vietnam</td>
<td>0.409^*</td>
<td>0.065^*</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinking of the MV Sewol</td>
<td>0.373^*</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.387^*</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>